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Sightline Release 10.2 Abstract 
The 10.2 Release of Sightline provides a new setting to allow users to enable/disable archiving of a 

production or export. Users can also leverage the recently added (10.1) redaction propagation setting 

to be copied from a project template. This release also includes some minor UI improvements to the 

Cyber related table view coding form, DB optimizations and support fixes. 

Enhancements 

Option to enable/disable archiving in a production/export (RPMXCON-45870) 

 
When creating or editing a production or export, users now have the option to enable/disable 
archiving in the Production Location step.  
 

 
 
 
By default, this option is enabled for productions but can be modified by the user. 
 
When this setting is enabled, an archive (zip file) is automatically created for a generated production, 
so it can be downloaded from Sightline directly. The archiving process can add additional time to 
complete the production. The recommendation is to disable archiving if you are not planning to use 
the Download feature in Sightline to retrieve the production. When the archiving setting is enabled 
and is in progress, the status on the Generation step will reflect as “Archiving the production/export”. 
When the archiving is disabled, this step will show as “Skipping archiving of production/export”.  
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In this release, this feature has been enhanced to allow for archiving of exports. By default, this option 
is disabled for exports but can be modified by the user. When this option is enabled for an export, the 
user will be able to download an export. 
 

 

Project templates now support redaction propagation settings (RPMXCON-
81120) 

 

When a new project is created from an existing template project, the redaction propagation setting 

from the template project will automatically display for the new project. 
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Update UX of the Table View Coding Form to Improve the Cyber Review 
Efficiency (RPMXCON- 82345, RPMXCON- 82512)  

 

There are some minor cosmetic changes in this release to the Table View Coding Form, including 

improvements to the dropdown interface and the background color of the table. 
 

Priority Production Issues 

Domain Admins can see other Domain projects with similar domain name 
(RPMXCON-83762) 

Issue: Domain admin users were able to view names of projects that were not specific to their own 
client domain. This issue was specific to a project name, not related to actual project data.  

Resolution: The Manage Projects page in both System Admin and Domain Admin roles properly filter 
based on role: fuzzy search in System Admin and exact match for Domain Admin user. 

 

Docview: Neardupe score for textualheaderdocumentid & it's neardupe 
documentid is not similar when both documents get viewed in docview. 
(RPMXCON-82327)  

Issue: When viewing a document and its near duplicate document in the DocView, the neardupe 
scores were not accurately reflected for each document.  

Resolution: The correct neardupescorse will get displayed for documents that are near dupes of each 
other. 

Large productions stuck at "Reserving Bates Range In Progress" (RPMXCON-
76288)  

Issue: It was seen in some cases that large productions were causing SQL locks while reserving Bates 
numbers.  

Resolution: SQL optimizations to ensure large productions complete as expected.  
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Architectural and Non-functional changes 

1. RPMXCON-82639: Stored proc change from INT to BIGINT to support domain dashboard metrics 
2. RPMXCON-82565: Stored proc change from INT to BIGINT to support large file sizes  
3. RPMXCON-82511: Change to make the nightly Beehive process to capture the Last Activity Date 

faster 
4. RPMXCON-81941: Coding form Save & Next can result in a SQL Exception when IsComplete = 2 
5. RPMXCON-74413: Document Management Modularization: All Tasks 
6. RPMXCON-62079: Ensure the secure flag is set for all cookies 
7. RPMXCON-74387: Assignments Background Process (BGP) Modularization 
8. RPMXCON-81299: Decouple CAL Tagging actions from Coding Form coding action 


